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J 
Interview Record 

AR 15-6 
Lewis Waste Water Treatment Plant 

questions below are asked by Mr. who is the 
Investigating Officer appointed to assist the Office of Special Counsel 
collecting facts about Fort Lewis Waste Water Treatment Plant 
(WWTP). Your answers may help determine whether (a) the WWTP is 
discharging unacceptable and unlawful quantities of contaminants, 
(b) whether management properly maintains and replaces W-WTP 
equipment, (c) whether management takes adequate measures to protect 
employees health and safety, and (d) whether the WWTP supervisor 
qualified and properly certified for position and 
satisfactorily. After the questions below, you may provide additional 
information. At the conclusion, will ask you to review 
information you provided. investigation is being conducted 
pursuant to A Re ation 15-6 and his 6 2007 appointment 
memorandum. is assisted by Environmental 
Mr. and Legal Advisor Mr. 
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A4: I alTI currently the WWTP Supervisor. Since Oct 06 I've been the 
water sYstem en2:ineer: waste water" storm water and water. 

"., ~,. -" ~ 

Q5: How long have you been employed or were you employed by Fort 
Lewis in this capacity? 

AS: As WWTP supervisor: Since 

What is your understanding of 
duties? 

3r - about 2 Y2 lL.A.lV.LJLL.U . .:l. 

were assigned WWTP SJlJlLlLJlA ...... ,..,..., .. 

A6: I understand there were some issues with the WWTP operation and 
employee discontent and lack of satisfaction and 
management. 

Q7: you think contaminants are discharged violation of 
Lewis' permit? 

A7: No. 

Q8: If so, what contaminants are discharged violation of the 

N/A 
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All: No. And I have not seen such documented in daily logs by the 

i 
operators. I review operator logs 

you that all tools, and materials the 
reliable and continuous operation of the WWTP are readily available? 

A 12: It's hard for me to judge, because I no 
We recently purchased several thousand dollars 

response to requests. 

you know processes and equipment that are or were 
not functioning properly due to inadequate or lack necessary 
chemicals? 

Memo, 3, I 

Are you aware of any repeated LU""'AU.""'LA""'''''' .... of occupational safety or 
JLJLV"U.W.A risks the but not ............. "".0,...·1"0;41 

No. However, see below. 

so, please describe? 
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Q 17: What is your .I..I.JI ... ,I..l .... .I. assessment of the A..I..l.U-.l..l.l.'-"".AA. .... Jl.A ..... V of 
facility? 

WWTP 

AI7: We don't have a good preventive maintenance program. Too 
practices are changed to suit employees rather than to meet the .1..1.",-,\.,,'1..1.";' 

J.J.A~"'U..Ul"-"v. en1ployees cursory operational and 
consistent preventative maintenance work-this suits them more than doing 
the disciplined, work needed by the plant. I have instituted a 
preventative maintenance program schedule. 

<Jl~: accessible is polymer? To your knowledge is it expensive 
does it have a short shelf life to extent that it should not be stocked? 

A18: 
and it has a relatively short 
regular 1 y, as keeping 

1 asked you order or 

A19: Not really. Actually, the initiative to tools was 
J.J..u ... ..J.J.t..I.j:;;.'-"J.I..I.'V .... u .. top I am ordering tools, but I 
repeatedly about what they l.n,,,,-,,,,-,,,",.,,,. 

was 
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Q27: Are you aware of any corrective actions local leadership has taken 
response to WWTP contamination, safety, a.fld concerns 
beyond what you have done? 

A27: Leadership has signed an MOU with WA for pretreatment. This 
will help the WWTP immensely, because inflow will be a higher water 
standard, and there will controls over what comes into the 

Q28: If so, what actions actions? 

A28: See A27. 

Q29: Why do you several employees decided to voice complaints and 
concerns about WWTP operations and management? 

A29: A sense on the of employees that they are not cared very 
much by management. Also, employees misunderstand and the 

requirements. regularly confuse perfonnance 
standards with inapplicable of W A standards. Third... don't 
seem to like_ 

Q30: Do you have 
provide? 

infonnation VA"',!1AAfoO, to these matters you want to 
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REPLY TO 
ArrENTION OF 

IMNW-LEW-PWO 

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY 
INSTALLATiON MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY GARRISON, FORT LEWIS 
BOX 339500 

FORT LEWIS WA 98433-9500 

MEMORANDUM FOR IMCOM 15-6 Investigating Officer 

SUBJECT: Current supervisor assessment of the WWTP 

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an assessment of the Fort Lewis Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (WWTP). derived from the past two months on duty. in terms of operator involvement in 
the plant operations, maintenance and repairs. 

2. General. While the WWTP continuous to meet permit requirements, it has been operating under 
constant under stress to meet the demands of staffing, maintenance"and repair. Many .. of the issues 
identified by the WWTP employees c.an be attributed toward the management to prOVide resources, 
direction and oversight. However, they also show employee pattem of failure to perform (duty) and take 
initiative. They have led to an atmosphere of disrespect towards the management and fellow employees 
who not necessarily share in the vocal group of employees' opinion. 

3. WWTP operates as a system. If anyone component, let alone multiple components: is not optimal, 
they have a ripple effect, as the waste flows through the plant processes and discharge into Puget Sound 
or recycles back into the beginning of the plant. Impacts are typically not immediate, rather evidence~ 
over time, in reduced wastewater and biosolid quality; Below are only few of maintenance of repair 
issues that I observed that highlight a pattern of neglect that impacts the WWTP performance. They may 
have been avoided through heavy oversight and direct supervision, but nothing that licensed operators, 
who ultimately have the intimate knowledge of the plant, cannot address on their own. 

a. Compressor oil bypass. Fuller uses approximately 2.5 gallQns of 
manufacture specification, to cycle methane gas through the digesters. The oil water 
that remove the oil from the compressors have been bypassed for the past several 
recollection. Not only were the OWS when the went to it 
discovered that there were no oil filters inside OWS to even make the OWS .... "",""I"...:llto 

has 5.0 of oil into the dlaesters 
the waste 011. 

Printed on: Recycled Paper 



fMNW~LE\,iV -PVVO 
SUBJECT: Curr~nt supervisor assessment of the WWTP 

time, as evidenced by our inability to loosen the hardened grit in the auger channel even with a pressure 
washer. So, we have been passing solids into the treatment process that should have been removed in 
this preliminary treatment process. 

d. Polymer feed mechanism is not operational. The WWTP, to the operator recollection, have 
not had the polymer feed component in operation for several years. The intent of our polymer uses was 
to introduce flocculating to the secondary clarifier in order to help further settle the solids, just prior 
to the discharge of .the into the sound. The addition of polymer do not necessary violates the 
discharge permit, but they do help the pl,ant by reduce floatable solids in contact chamber and help the 
thickening process in the gravity thickener. 

4. The way ahead. The WWTP is currently undergoing various changes to improve employee morale 
and increase plant conditions. and efficiencies. Initiatives are in. place to lay fiber communication 
networks, provide reso,urces to purchase operating tools and repair inoperable equipment, and change 
preventive maintenance programs to address past 

5. The POC for this matter is undersigned, at or email at 
~~----~ l~~----------~ 

WWTP 
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Waste Water Treatment 

questions below are u,o,r,-\,IU 

v ...... J~""'"",.u .... JOO. "'-.'" ' .• ....,,,.:n appointed assist 
collecting facts about the Lewis Waste Treatment 
(WWTP). Your answers whether (a) WWTPis 
discharging unacceptable and unlawful quantities of contaminants, 
(b) whether management properly maintains and replaces 
equipment, (c) whether management measures to protect 
employees and safety, (d) ,('uh,Q,1"h,Q>'t" 

qualified position 
satisfactorily. After the questions below, you may provide a.U\"f.U ... l\.I.u.~ 
information. the conclusion"Mr. Hodginl will ask you 
information you provided. 
pursuant 
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A4: I am a safety and occupational health specialist. And I have 
oversight responsibilities relating to safe of the WWTP. 

How long have you been employed by Fort Lewis this capacity? 

5 

VVA.A..i..i..&.A.Vu. space issues raised by 

Safety OffIce records that confine space issues relating 
to the WWTP existed the early QOs, but I am aware of confined space 
issues, incidences, or reports the 

have any headworks and 
WWTP employees about ................................ ,... chemicals or pathogens? 

memo 
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Are you aware 
existed the WWTP? 

No. 

N/A 

other health or safety issues that exist or have 

you aware any ~,.... ...... ""'''''r''''7A''' u. ..... "' .... \..I .. 1..I.0 locaIIOnnt:uiOC'no,"MI has 
response to WWiP contamination, sa~ety, management concerns? 

what Qr-T1r'\'t"I,€:, 

3: N/A 

you have 
provide? 

information ...., ... "~o ......... ~ to these .......... U.II..\.VJLU you want 

30f3 
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Interview Record 
1 

Fort Lewis Waste Water Treatment 

questions below are asked by Mr. Tom Hodgini who the 
Investigating Officer appointed to assist the Office of Special Counsel 
c'ollecting facts about the Fort Lewis Waste Water Treatment Plant 
(WWTP). Your answers may help detennine whether (a) the'WWTP 
discharging unacceptable and unlawful quantities of contaminants, 
(0 ) whether ulanagement properly maintains and replaces W-WTP 
equipment, (c) whether management takes adequate measures to protect ' 
employees health and safety, and (d) whether WWTP supervisor is 
qualified and properly for his position and performs WWTP duties 
satisfactorily. the questions below, you may provide additional 
information. At conclusion, Mr. will ask to review 
information you provided. Mr. Hodgini"s investigation being conducted 
pursuant to Army Regulation 15-6 and 6 2007 appointment 
memorandum. Mr. Hodgini is assisted by Environment~l Engineer 

d Advisor Mr. Richard 

have ..... y.,,"'...,"' .... 'u ..... u about purpose 

lam 
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Q5: How long have you been employed or \vere you employed by Fort 
Lewis in this capacity? 

A5: 8 months. Previous to that I was the Deputy Director for about 10 
years. Before that I was the Environmental and Natural Resources Division 
Chief. 

Q6: Do you think.: contam~nants are being discharged violation Fort 
Lewis' NPDES permit? 

A6: No. 

Q7: If so, what contaminants are being discharged in violation of the 
permit? 

: N/A 

Q8: Have you seen or are you aware of any documentation showing 
~ischarge the contaminants into Puget Sound? 

I routinely review 
a permit exceedance, it .... VJl. • .I.v"""Ji..u.\."u 

2of6 
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that 



line and with new filters. I not aware of any other system or process 
failures or deficiencies caus'ed or contributed t6 inadequate maintenance 
or necessary ...., .......... ' ............ "" ....... u 

1: Are you aware of any repeated incidences of occupational safety or 
health risks at plant that have reported but not corrected? 

All: lam 

1>.1..1.""'"1,;) ..... describe? 

N/A. 

Q 13: Did you 1Jt4A. , • .&. ..... ..1.1>.1"11-..... as the 

AU I did 

what capacity? 

A14: N/A. 

a 
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A 18: Since was on the referral I assume he was screened by 
Civilian Personnel Office and found eligible and qualified for the job. 

Q19: Were you able to observe leadership style, decision 
l _____ ---' 

making, results his ............. ' ... u ............. 1.)l 

A19: Not directly. I have personally observed leadership style. 
I have observed results of some of his decisions. is my opInIon 
ineffective supervisor/employee communication may at root of some 
of his challenges. 

Q~O: How would you evaluate 
supervisor? '------------, 

A20: Technical: Although I don't any direct observatio~s, I have 
inwardly reflected on some of his decisions. No specific examples come 
immediately to mind. Managerial: I ~-) ~ has difficulty 
effectively communicating his objectives and expectations to 
his employees. I have directed coaching and 
mentoring I 
conclude 

are 
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A23: rvly under an VIe are in our first performance 
period. As such, I'm not allowed increase permanent positions. I can 
make temporary as I have done the I to 
assess permanent solutions at the the initial performance IJV.l..~vu. 

Q24: What correctiv,e actions you or other local leaders 
response to WWfP contamination, safety, management VVA..l.v ..... .I. .. L.I.u 

A24: We have corrected or we are 
validated complaint Please see 

2007. I will also provide an ""'jJ\..l.U" ... '''''' 

\veeks. 

do you 
operations, effectiveness, and .......................... r-, .... A ....... ""J .... .. 

I may a by "".1. ..... 1.1< .... '.1. ..... 

"State regulations as they pertain to a federally owned 
the .... ~~.t:'..!'~L~~~ 
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an accurate sum_mary of il1Jormation I provided the Investigating 
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-Interview Record 
AR 15-6 

Fort Lewis Waste Water Treatment Plant 

questions below are by Mr. who is 
Investigating Officer appointed to assist Office of Special Counsel in 
collecting facts about Fort Waste Water Treatment Plant 
CWWfP). Your answers may help determine whether (a) the WWTP is 
discharging unacceptable and unlawful quantities of contaminants, 
(b) whether management properly maintains and replaces W-WTP 
equipment, (c) whether management takes adequate measures to protect 
employees health and safety, and (d) whether the WWTP supervisor is 
qualified and properly for position and WWTP duties 
satisfactorily. After the questions below, may provide additional 
information. At the conclusion will you to review 
information you provided. investigation is being conducted 
pursuant to A Re lation 15-6 and his 6 June 2007 appointment 
memorandum. is assisted Environmental Engineer 
Mr. and Legal Adv 

Do you have any questions about the purpose 

name. 
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or were 

are 
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Q9: Have you observed or do you have any knowledge of reports visible 
or oil at outfall in Puget 

A9: No. 

10: you observed documented or seen records of 
or visible foam amounts leaving the WWTP? 

I would .... 'V .... u ....... ...., .. AIO: No, not more 
operators see more trace amounts, they are supposed to log this 
immediately notify me or proper would.A 
and jointly work a solution. I've never been called by an operator to notify 
that they have seen anything going over 

11: Do you think all tools, and materials necessary to 
reliable and continuous operation the WWTP are readily available? 

All: Yes I do. 

chemicals? 

1 
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was 

I was 

a a 
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A20: secretary, called me at home. She 
call me so that I would apply. 

Did anyone help you repair and submit you resume and application? 

helped me. had been directed by Mr. 
to everybody division who wanted help. So she helped 

me. _and I had always gotten along, willing to 
help me. my helped every employee 
with their resume and input to Resumix. 

Q22: On what basis do you think you were qualified 
WWTP manager job? 

A22: My 
been satisfactorily doing the job since 

Q23: that you met all of 
that were the position description? 

but one. I was for 
announcement said I qualified for the job I obtained a 
within one I have not yet the 
,:)1o.,.,...l.lIo.,.,..UU.l\..,U to take exam on 15 

am 
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selected for the 

I had 

that were 

I was a 
certification 

lam 

I a 
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or were you "" ........ ...., ... ...., by 

.....,...., & .. " ..... J, ...... lA ............... ..., are 

we 
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I 

or 
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1 as 

Al 

17: capacity? 

17: I was 

1 a 

was 
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I 

resumes 

50f9 



on 
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informal. It ..... ror ... ., ...... ort two 

IS 
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or \l/ere 

IS I seen 

I war. 

seen 
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or were 
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or were 

",",UJLLLU • .L..I...l..l . .I..lU..U,LbI are 

",",V.I. .. I.I",,"L.U • .lJlAAU. . .I..I.'-'" are 
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are or were 

or 
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was going to a removal proposal because 
not do so because pending 

not competent. climbed on of panel trucks to do 
....... .4. .... ..,u. ...... work rather than ,using bucket lifts as he was I 

reported as well, but again was treated like a whiner. 
oil water went ballistic and took an 

the oil water are as skimmers. This 
oil water separators could not off the 

the went system. This was not a temporary change, 
one he intended as permanent. The rubber ropes may still 

you aware of any corrective actions leadership 
..... "" ... , ...... "400.,.&..&..4..&., ....... "' ... ...., ...... , safety, £'Yr&QI.'1I'Ir''\oCIo'ru'' concerns? . 
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A4: I worked at as 

&:!i.'n"\'t"'\ln-,:ya.1"l or were you by 

was 

VVA.A,",UJl,U .. U • .LUJ..I.I,..O are 

6 
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or were you '-'lc .. LLILJ.A.'J 

...... 'VJ'A ... "", ................................. " are 
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